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Leverage Has Always Been a Way to

Grow Rich

Or to Live Like It!

I

will never forget the day my
college Economics professor
intoned the following advice, in
his especially credible and somber middle-European accent:
“Borrow heavily when you’re
young, because you’ll be paying back
in cheaper dollars.”
His advice was predicated upon a
basic lesson he was teaching: Inflation
is nearly inexorable, and therefore if
your debt bears a fixed interest rate,
over time it will become cheaper and

cheaper, because inflation could be expected to compound through the years.
I was stunned to hear such a
fixture of the Establishment as this
gentleman in effect touting the undertaking of student loans, mortgages
and, by implication, even department
store and credit card debt.
His comment echoed advice I’d
read at about the same time in
Ty Hicks’ classic get-rich book, How
to Build a Great Fortune on Other
People’s Money.
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For the most part, the professor
and author were 100 percent correct,
for a very long time.
Over the course of decades, it
has made more sense to borrow than
to save, especially if you were going
into hock to garner hard assets such
as real estate, and if you were investing in your own knowledge, in
human capital.
Your payback was exponential,
given the debt service you had
to support.
Now, “leverage,” the concept of
putting out relatively little money
and controlling or developing assets
worth much more, is being derided
in the press as a bogeyman, the
purported scourge that has contributed to the perilous condition of the
world’s economy.
I find this a very interesting revision of sentiment; and I, for one, don’t
expect it to last for long.
The average citizen is being
blamed for doing precisely what financial “Masters of the Universe” (as novelist Tom Wolfe called money wizards
on Wall Street and elsewhere) have
done for as long as memory serves.
As consumers, we simply
spent what was rational under the
circumstances.
Debt has been tax-deductible,
in many cases. The government has
facilitated huge amounts of mortgage
debt, by enabling the average Joe and
Josephine to write-off up to $1.1 million of mortgage interest on Federal
tax returns.
If you had a big income in recent
years, and if a lender was willing to
give you a no-money-down, interestonly mortgage on a property priced at
$1.1 million, you could write-off about

$88,000 in interest, and probably
another $12,000 in taxes.
Meanwhile, you could expect
that house to appreciate in value by
eight to 10 percent per year, so in
many cases, you were living for free
in that investment; or, better yet,
you were actually being paid to live
in luxury.
Moreover, if you chose a
locale with excellent public schools,
that would save you at least what
your property taxes cost, if you
factored in what you’d need to
spend on private schools in lesser
neighborhoods.
So you won, your kids won,
banks won, and it would seem there
were no losers, providing real property values kept pace.
What we know now is that
they didn’t.
It took many years, but my professor’s advice finally seems to have
outlived its usefulness.
Instead of facing inflation, our
current problem is deflation. The
American economy shrank more
in the fourth quarter of 2008 than
it had since 1982, when we experienced a very deep recession.
Real property values continue
to fall, jobless claims are rising,
and instead of expecting higher
prices, many Americans believe
their dollars will stretch farther
in the future and, in effect, they’re
hoarding them, just like the bankers who have been handed bailout
funds by the government are doing.
De-leveraging is underway.
People are trying to pay off debts,
especially if they bear rising interest rates.
While there’s a lot of self-flagellation going on, about the unsustainable intoxication of debt, does
this mean that people will stoically
return to a leaner lifestyle?
Not willingly.
Instead of buying that castle
on the sand, the formerly upscale
will try to rent it. Those same folks
may take to heart what one of my
mentors, a University of Chicago
graduate and president of a leasing
company, said:
“The only way to beat the car
business is to purchase, pay off,
and then maintain very carefully
the best car you can, driving it

In a word, the economy will re-set, and
the old verities will once again seem rational,
including the one that my professor recited,
with a slight modification . . .
until the wheels fall off.”
Instead of procuring new Mercedes-Benzes and Porsches, expect
to see those who used to be referred
to as the “smart money” creating a
robust market in vintage vehicles.
Those Hugo Boss suits will be
more likely to be snared from secondhand stores and from thrift shops
located in or near Beverly Hills, while
Rodeo Drive designer shops could
become lonely places, indeed.
But inflation will return; you can
be assured of that.
As the government begins to print
and distribute megatons of money to
stimulate the economy, the relative
value of each Federal Reserve Note
will diminish. Interest rates will rise,

and hard assets such as real estate
will recover and rise in value.
In a word, the economy will
re-set, and the old verities will once
again seem rational, including the
one that my professor recited, with a
slight modification, perhaps:
“Young or older, borrow heavily.
You’ll be paying back in cheaper
dollars!” N
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